Texas Instruments
TI-506

Everybody’s everyday calculator—with tilt-top display and solar power.
TI-506
It's everyone's handy helper—and it's solar.

At home. At school. At work. At the store. Where you go, the TI-506 can go... it's little and it's light, so it fits right in.

It's always ready to go because it's solar—so you'll never have to worry about batteries.

The special tilt-top display provides a comfortable viewing angle and helps reduce glare from overhead lighting.

Of course, the TI-506 performs addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. And, in all four functions, an automatic constant feature helps you speed through repetitive problems without reentering numbers.

A percent key shortens and simplifies percentage calculations—to help give you time to figure discounts or sales taxes before you buy.

There's a full-function, add-to or subtract-from memory—to help you remember numbers during long calculations.

Go get a TI-506. Then help is at hand wherever you go.

Special features:
- Special tilt-top display provides a comfortable viewing angle and helps reduce glare from overhead lighting.
- Solar power—no batteries to buy. Ever. Works in any normal reading light, indoors or out.
- Big, well-spaced keys for easy operation.
- Percent key shortens and simplifies percentage calculations such as discounts or sales taxes.
- Automatic constant lets you solve repetitive problems without reentering numbers.
- Full-function add-to/subtract-from memory.
- Square root key

Limited Warranty
The TI-506 calculator is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-506.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.